
Autumn/Winter 2021 collection

STEP INTO 
WOLKY’S 

WORLD



07961 Salento

08726 Senesi08725 Campo

02876 Caprock

02878 Lubbock

05050 Sarah

STEP INTO WOLKY’S WORLD!
Put on a pair of Wolkys and you’ll notice right away: feet love our shoes. Comfort is 
what we’re all about. All our shoes feature anatomically shaped footbeds and are 
meticulously designed to produce a perfect fit. We also pride ourselves on our 
styling and colour, carefully selected materials and elegant finish. 
Almost all models are available in a choice of colours and in sizes 3 to 10 (36-43) 
and sometimes even up to 11 (44)! All shoes and boots in this collection have 
removable footbeds. Ideal for women who use their own insoles. In addition, all 
models except those with a warm lining are leather lined.

ROZZI
This elegant boot is beautifully shaped to fit snugly round your leg. The Rozzi has 
a square toe, a sassy block heel and a rubber sole made with small pieces of 
granulated cork. There is a concealed elastic insert near the zip for easy closure 
and a perfect, calf-hugging fit. 

  Browse through this brochure and be  
 inspired by all the great footwear  

                    featured in our new collection!
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08726 Senesi

00456 La Banda

02878 Lubbock 00960 Finley

02876 Caprock

02875 Silio

02879 Sundown 02633 Longview 03877 Tanana

05051 Donna

08727 Rozzi 05052 Sharon

The high boot is back  
             with a vengeance!

SHARON
This elegant long boot has a zip on the inside, which makes it easy to slip in and out 
of. Thanks to the concealed elastic inserts at the top of the shaft, the Sharon fits 
neatly around the calf without pinching. 
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01572 Luna02075 Wheel

01776 Chicago

01261 Edmonton

01576 Stella

02076 Compass

01775 Portland

01260 Red Deer

03875 Anvik 03876 Newtok

01777 Phoenix

01265 Raymore

PORTLAND
Wolky’s Portland adds a touch of rugged to any outfit. The comfy platform soles 
make you look taller without awkward high heels! This sassy ankle boot is super 
flexible. And with laces and a zip, it’s easy to slip in and out of.

The Portland comes from our  
Block line, along with the Chicago 
and the Phoenix. Take a closer look 

at the sole and you’ll see where  
the line gets its name.
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06612 Whynot

04852 Time Winter

06611 Okay

03029 Cajun

06613 Zigzag

04850 Zoom 06606 Why

03026 Ambient

03252 Daydream04855 Next

06609 Feltwell

05802 e-Boot

LOUNGE
This lace-up shoe is a must-have if you love going on long walks. What makes it  
so special is that the sole consists of two components. The black midsole is made 
of PU, which makes the shoe super light and comfortable. The undersole is  
made of TR, a type of rubber that’s both cushioning and wear-resistant.

Keep your shoes looking great  
with Wolky All Protect Spray!
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05881 Victoria

06250 Seamy Slide

04725 Jump Winter 04725 Jump Winter

06242 Roll Shoot

06253 Seamy Moc

05880 Banff

06202 Roll Slide

04726 Fly Winter

04725 Jump Winter VICTORIA
This sporty, high-top lace-up shoe from the e-Walk 2.0 line features a combination 
of materials. The padded upper feels soft on the foot and, together with the stretch 
leather, makes for a wonderfully comfy wear. With the Roll-a-Way system in the 
sole, you’ll walk your way through the autumn with ease. 

Even the underside of  
this boot is special!
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01578 Sole WP 02628 Center WP

06616 Whynot HV02880 Caprock HV 04445 Murray HV

06505 Traction WP 06506 Grip WP

03030 Ambient WP

04445 Murray HV

06505 Traction WP

06500 City Tracker WP

WATERPROOF (WP)
Every Wolky autumn collection features a number of waterproof models. 
Their stitched seams are sealed to keep moisture out, and there is a 
special membrane between the lining and the upper leather that is 
watertight from the outside in while allowing perspiration to escape. 
All waterproof shoes except the City Tracker, Traction and Grip have  
a warm lining.

SHOES FOR BUNIONS (HV)
Wolkyshop now features a range of models designed specifically for 
people with bunions (hallux valgus).  What makes these shoes special 
is the extra room at the big toe joint. This gives your foot more freedom 
and prevents pinching while providing the right support at all other 
points. You can recognise these shoes by the letters HV after the name.

Your feet will thank you!
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01266 Red Deer XW 04444 Murray XW

04481 Volga XW 08000 Maine Lady XW 08100 Kansas Lady XW

02629 Center XW

02625 Center / 02628 Center WP / 02629 Center XW

CONTACT
Phone: 01273 757419 
E-mail: info@wolkyshop.co.uk
Website: www.wolkyshop.co.uk

VISITING WOLKYSHOPS 
Would you like to visit a Wolkyshop? 
For an up-to-date list of stores, visit:  
www.wolkyshop.co.uk/shops

SOCIAL MEDIA
Want to keep up with Wolkyshop’s 
latest models and deals?  
Follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

Models subject to change.  
Printing errors and omissions excepted.

EXTRA WIDE (XW)
Our collection features a range of models made for wider feet. They 
are roomier at the instep than regular models. To find our extra-wide 
models, look out for the XW after the name of the shoe. 

The Center comes  
in a regular, a waterproof 
and an extra-wide version!
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08100 Kansas Lady XW



02076 Compass

In-store or online!

WE LOOK  
FORWARD TO 
WELCOMING  
YOU BACK


